SAINT Integration with Forescout Technologies
Introduction
We see and hear about it every day. Organizations of all sizes and markets segments are under attack. From individuals
with a person grudge to state-sponsored attacks, no organization is safe or immune from these threats. Even the
smallest company with a network router and a point-of-sale (PoS) device can become a target. For larger organizations
and government agencies, the risk is even higher. The size of the environment is larger; assets are geographically
dispersed; and the assets being protected are often a mix of Information Technology (IT), Operational Technology (OT)
and the “Internet of Things” (IoT). System owners and security experts work hard every day to manage these diverse
and dynamic environments, but the challenge grows larger every day. Organizations cannot do this alone. They must
be able to leverage the best technologies and security solutions that can interoperate within a broader risk
management program, and act as a “force multiplier” in the cybersecurity battle.

The Forescout and SAINT partnership
Forescout Technologies is the leader in device visibility and control. Forescout’s unified security platform enables
enterprises and government agencies to gain complete situational awareness of their extended enterprise
environments and orchestrate actions to reduce cyber and operational risk. Forescout products deploy quickly with
agentless, real-time discovery and classification of every IP-connected device, as well as continuous posture
assessment.
As a leader in comprehensive vulnerability management, SAINT Security Suite platform enables organizations of all
sizes and markets to assess vulnerabilities and other risk exposures, classify asset risk status with business context, and
perform advanced analytics and reporting to mitigate against advanced threats and support industry compliance
mandates. Combining technology solutions with leading professional security services such as compliance assessments,
gap analysis, penetration testing and risk management program development provides our customers with a trusted
partner in protecting and securing critical assets.
SAINT and Forescout have teamed to identify where our customers need us most and develop innovative solutions to
solve the most complex problems associated with asset visibility, security, orchestration and compliance.

SAINT Plug-in for Forescout
SAINT interoperability within Forescout provides comprehensive vulnerability assessment data to augment network
access control operations. This plug-in enables scanning of all Forescout-managed assets and viewing results directly
from the appliance console. Policy templates are provided to ensure that assets are scanned regularly by SAINT and
acted upon according to vulnerability severity level.
The SAINT plug-in for Forescout provides users with the
capability to connect securely to a SAINT Security Suite
installation and conduct vulnerability assessments directly
within the Forescout console.
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Forescout’s powerful orchestration
and compliance capabilities then
correlate vulnerability and risk
exposure information to create
complete visibility across your
environment and enable secure and
compliant business operations.

Key Benefits
1. Gain immediately visibility of
risk exposures as new devices
connect to your environment.
2. Create policies within Forescout
to determine when to execute
SAINT scans.
3. Perform analysis and take
appropriate actions of scan
results directly within the
Forescout console.
4. Run credentialed and uncredentialed on-demand SAINT vulnerability assessment directly from Forescout.
5. Create schedules for executing recurring vulnerability assessments for assets managed from Forescout.
6. Drive Forescout policy-driven actions based on SAINT scan results to, for example, organize assets into groups
such as high, medium and low vulnerability risks; and sending assets classified as “high” to isolated VLANs, as well
as notifying system owners of existing risks.

Contact Us today to learn more information about our partnership with Forescout, and other products and
services.

About SAINT
SAINT Corporation is a Bethesda, MD based Cyber Security business founded in 1998. SAINT Corporation is an industry
leader in developing innovative, cyber security software solutions. Our customers include high-level government
agencies, major financial institutions, as well as top colleges and universities. Organizations all over the world use the
SAINT suite of products to manage cyber security risk and prevent data breaches.
Follow SAINT on:
https://www.saintcorporation.com
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/saint-corporation/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/SaintCorporation/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/SAINTscan
SAINT Contacts
https://www.saintcorporation.com/contact/
sales@saintcorporation.com
About Forescout
Forescout Technologies is the leader in device visibility and control. Our unified security platform enables enterprises
and government agencies to gain complete situational awareness of their extended enterprise environments and
orchestrate actions to reduce cyber and operational risk.
Follow Forescout on:
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/forescout-technologies/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ForescoutTechnologies
Twitter: https://www.facebook.com/ForescoutTechnologies
Forescout Contacts
https://www.forescout.com/contact-us/
alliances@forescout.com

